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INTRODUCTION 
Recently there have been several papers tudying the character degrees 
of some p-groups associated with finite algebras. I. M. Isaacs [2] has 
proved that all of the irreducible characters of the group of unipotent 
upper triangular n × n matrices over the field of order q have q-power 
degree, and A. Previtali ([5], [6]) has shown that the same is true for the 
Sylow p-subgroups of some other classical groups. The techniques devel- 
oped by Isaacs can be applied to a wide family of algebraic p-groups and, 
in particular, to some quotients of the Nottingham group with order up to 
qp 1. We recall how these groups are constructed. The Nottingham group 
J = J (q )  defined over the field F = HZq of order q is the group of formal 
power series of the type x + El> 2 aix', a, ~ F, under the operation of 
substitution. For each n > 1 the subset 
l>n  
is a normal subgroup of J. We shall call the groups J/Jn the natural 
quotients of J. These groups were studied by I. O. York in [7], where he 
describes the conjugacy classes and the irreducible characters of those with 
order up to qP+ 1. When the field has prime order, P. Pfilfy [4] has obtained 
the classes of the quotients of order up to p3p+l .  The goal of this work is 
to study the conjugacy classes and the characters of the quotients of order 
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qn 1 for p + 2 < n _< 2p + 2. We calculate the degrees of the irreducible 
characters together with their multiplicities, and we see that for n > p + 2 
there are always irreducible characters whose degree is not a power of q. 
The case p = 2 can be studied directly without too much difficulty, so 
unless otherwise stated, p will denote an odd prime number. 
We introduce now some notation that will be maintained throughout 
this paper. For a fixed number n with p + 2 < n < 2p + 2, G will denote 
the natural quotient J / Jn ,  which has order q~-~. Note that the elements 
of G can be regarded as polynomials of the form x + a2 X2 q- ... +an xn, 
and the operation is performed by substitution followed by truncation of 
the terms of degree greater than n. We will denote the number of 
conjugacy classes of G by r (G) .  
The image of Jk in G will be represented by G k. Thus G k = {1} for 
k > n and, for 1 < k _< n - 1, the elements of G k can be considered to be 
polynomials of the form x + ak+ ~x k+ ~ + ... +a~x ~. If u = x + ukx  k + ... 
and v = x + vtx t + ... are two elements in J, it is proved in [3] that 
[u ,v ]  = x + (k -  l)UkVl xk+l-1 + " " .  (1) 
This implies that [J,,Jj] <J i+j  and [J,,J;] <-Ji+j+l if i= - j  (mod p). 
Obviously, the same formulas hold in G, so that 
G = Glt> G2 > ... t>G n = {1} 
is a central series of G. 
If 1 < k < n - 1, the factor group G/G k is isomorphic to the natural 
quotient of J of order qk-1. In particular, when studying the irreducible 
characters of G, we can restrict our attention to those whose kernel does 
not contain G~_ a, since the rest can be considered as irreducible charac- 
ters of smaller quotients of J. 
1. EXPONENTIATION IN THE NOTTINGHAM GROUP 
In this paragraph we define for each u ~ J and A ~ F the power u A as 
an element in a suitable quotient of J, and we study some of its properties. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let  u = x + ukx  k + ... be a f ixed element in Jk_ 1 - Jk 
and A ~ F.  Then there exists" an element, uniquely defined modulo J~+p 1, 
which commutes  with u modu lo  Jzk +p 2 and has the fo rm x + Aukx  ~ + .." . 
We will denote this element by u A. In addition, the coefficients v~, k <_ i < 
k + p - 1, o f  u A can be considered as polynomials  in v k = Au k. I f  k > 3, 
then degv, < i - k for  k < i <_ k + p - 1 and, i f  k = 2, v, is a monic  
po lynomial  in u 2 o f  degree i - 1 for  2 < i < p + 1. 
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Proof. Let  c, = x + Vk xk +""  e Jk 1 -  Jk. Then  
HU = g Jr- U - -  X Jr E UiCsl xS ,  
s> 2 \ i=k  
where csi = Ej~+.. + j=,  v j . . .  vj, (natural ly,  we set v 1 = 1 and u i = 0 for 
1 < i < k). Thus,  u and v commute  in J if and only if for all s >_ 2, 
s -k+l  s -k+l  
u iG , = ~ Gdsi,  (2) 
z -k  i=k  
where d~i = ~j l+ ..-+j,=+, uh "'" u j .  Note that this cond i t ion  is trivially 
satisf ied for s < 2k  - 1, and it is also true for s = 2k  - 1 (both sums 
be ing kukv~). Wri t ing  s = 2k + e and col lect ing in (2) the terms with 
vk+e+a, we see that u and  v commute  if and only if for all e >__ 0, 
k+e k+e+l  
(e + + E = E (3) 
i - k  i - k  
where  C2k+e, i=~j i+. . .+L=2k+e/ l<jr<k+eUja_ _ "'" Vj. Note that the ele- 
ments  u and v commute  modu lo  J,, if and  only if (3) holds for 0 < e _< 
n - 2k. 
The  equat ions  (3) determine  v, for k < i _< k + p - 1 as po lynomia ls  in 
G .  This  means  that  for a fixed v~ ~ F there exists a un ique  e lement  
def ined modu lo  dk+p 1 that commutes  with u modu lo  Y2~+p-2. We study 
first the po lynomia ls  G when k _> 3. In  this case v~+l = (u~- lUk+l )G ,  so 
that deg G+I  ~ 1. Suppose now that deg vk+ i <_ i for 1 _< i _< e, e <p - 1. 
It  is clear f rom (3) that to prove that deg vk+¢+ 1 _< e + 1, it suffices to see 
that degc~+e, ,  ~< e + 1 for k _< i ~ k + e + 1. Let  1 <- J l , . . . , J ,  <- k + e 
with J1 + "'" +Ji = 2k  + e and take them ordered,  so that j~ , . . . , j~  > 
k, j~ + 1 . . . . .  Ja + ~, = k and j~ + b + ~ . . . . .  Ji = 1. Then  
deg(%~ --" vj,) = deg(vj,  ... vj,) + b G Jl + "'" 4- Ja - -  [ca 4- b 
= (2k+e-kb- i+a  +b) -ka  +b 
_<e +k-  (k -2 ) (a  +b)  -a .  (4) 
But  a + b > 1 and, if a + b = 1, deg(vj, ... v j )  = deg(vj ) < e, so we can 
suppose a + b >_ 2. It is clear now that deg(vj~ -.. v j )  < e + 1, and the 
induct ion  is completed.  
For  k = 2 we beg in  not ing  that t, 3 = v 2 + u21(u3 - u2)v2, which is a 
mon ic  po lynomia l  in v 2 of degree 2. Argu ing  inductively, we suppose that 
v2+ , is a mon ic  po lynomia l  in v 2 of degree i + 1 for 2 < i _< e ,e  <p - 1, 
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and we claim that ~'3+~ is monic of degree 2 + e. Indeed, if j~ + .-. +j~ = 
4+e,2<i_<3 +e,  and l  ~<j, < 2+e,  weknowthat  t,;~...uj, i samon ic  
polynomial of degree J l  -~ . . . .  q-jz -- i = 4 + e -- i _< 2 + e, and the equal- 
ity holds only if i = 2. Thus the coefficient of L, 2+~ on the right side of (3) 
is 
u 2 ~ 1 = (e + 1)u2, 
jx +j2-4 + e 
l<_jl,j2<2+e 
and (3) has the form 
(e + 1)u2v3+ ~+ . . . .  (e + 1)u2v 2+~ + .--, 
which proves that u3+ e is a monic polynomial of degree 2 + e. | 
We remark that in fact, when k >~ 3, it follows from (4) that deg(L,jl .-- 
t~j)_<e, unless a =0,  b=2,  i=k=3,  and e= 1. 
We see from (3) that the definition of u A only involves the coefficients 
tt i with k _< i < k +p - 1, so it makes sense to write u A whenever u is 
known modulo Jk+p-J- In particular, for u ~ Jk-1 -J,,~ we can consider 
(u a) ~, which is a well-defined element modulo Jk+p-1" The exponentiation 
we have introduced in J satisfies the usual rules of calculus, as we see in 
the next result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let  u ~ Jk-1 - -  Jk and A, IX ~ F. Then the fol lowing 
equalities hold modulo  Yk + p -  J : 
(i) UaU ~ = U A+~, and for  any integer i, u i = u', where i denotes the 
correspondb~g element in the pr ime subfield o f  F.  
(ii) (ua) ~=u ~". 
Proof  Part (i) is clear, since uAu ~ = x + (A + IX)ukx k + ... and com- 
mutes with u modulo J,_k+p-2. To prove (ii) we fix A e F -  {0}. The 
formula is clear if IX = ~ is in the prime subfield of F, because u 
commutes with tt 'A and (uA) ~ modulo J ,k+p-)"  Let ~,~ and t~£, k _< s < k + 
p - 1, be the coefficients of u ~" ancf (uA) ~, respectively, and consider 
them as polynomials in IX. The elements in the prime subfield of F are 
roots of v~-  v~. But, according to Proposition 1, deg(L~ s -v  i )<p if 
k > 3, and this also happens if k = 2, because v, and ~ have degree 
s - 1 < p and the same leading coefficient. Hence, u, - t~'~ is the null 
polynomial and c,~ = v~ for all IX e F;  that is, (uA)" = u ~.  | 
For the sake of brevity and throughout his paper, all of the equalities 
involving powers of the form u A will be considered modulo the suitable 
normal subgroup J~. 
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Since k +p - 1 - k - 1 (modp),[Jk+p_l, Jk_l] <--J2k+p-l, and it 
makes sense to calculate [u A, u] modulo J2k+p-l" This is done in the next 
result. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let  u ~ Jk- 1 - Jk and A ~ F. I f  k >_ 3, [u A, u] 
J2k + p -1 ,  and  if k = 2, 
+ + - 
Proof. We will consider [ua, u] as an element in J2k+p 2 / J2k+p- I  = 
Z(J/J~k+p_l). The coefficient P(A) of X 2k+p-1  in [u A, u] is the same as in 
uXu --uu ~, and using the same notation as in the proof  of Proposit ion 1, 
we have 
k+p - 1 k +p 
P(A)  = E r, d - E IA,C2k+p 1,,, , :~+p- l , ,  (5 )  
i=k t~k  
which is a polynomial in h whose degree as polynomial in h is the same as 
polynomial in G- Suppose first that k > 3. I f  k < i _< k + p - 1, deg G -< 
i - k < p - 1. Arguing as in Proposit ion 1 with e = p - 1 > 1 and taking 
into account he remark after it, we see that deg c'2k+p_~, , <p - 1 for all 
k _< i < k +p.  Thus, deg P <p-  1. But, on the other hand, for any 
integer i, ~ is a root of P, since u ' commutes with u, so P has at least p 
different roots. We conclude that P is the null polynomial, which amounts 
to saying that [u ~, u] ~ J2k+p I for all h ~ F. 
We study now the case k = 2. Recall that 
! , . .  
Cp + 3, ~ = E l_'jl " Uj, 
j l  + -'" + j ,=p+3 
l <jr<-p+ l
and deg(L,jl -.. v j )= j l  + ' - "  + J~- i=P  + 3 - i _<p + 1, so degP_< 
p + 1. In fact, deg P _< p, since the coefficient of v p+ 1 is 
1 0. --U2 2.., = -u2p  = 
jl +j2=p+ 3 
l <_j~, jz <_p+ 1 
We calculate now the coefficient of v p. The first sum in (5) contributes to 
this coefficient with 
d p + 3 , p + l = E  u;~'"u jp. l=(p+l)u3+(P+l)u2=u3 • 
j l  q_ , . .  + je+l~p+ 3 2 - 
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! The contribution of the second sum comes from the terms u,cp+3, = 
1xiEjl + . . .  +y,=p+3/l<jr<<_p+ 1 UjI "'" Uj, with deg v k .." vj, =p  orp  + 1. Since 
deg v h ... v j, = p + 3 - i, we only have to consider the cases i = 2 and 3. 
The contribution corresponding to i = 3 is 
(p+2)2  u 3 Y'. 1 ---~ /X 3 E 1 = U 3 = U 3 • 
Jl + J2 + J3 =P + 3 Jl +J2 +J3 =P 
1 <_jr<p + 1 jr>>. 0 
We finally consider the case i = 2. We have 
p+l  
G+3,  = E = E 
Jl +J2 =P + 3 j = 2 
1 <--Jr <--P + 1 
y-9  If we write t) =v~ i + o5v2 ~+. . .  2_<j__<p + 1, the coefficient of v~ 
in P is 
p+l  p+l  
--U2 E (o,'j + Otp+ 3 j) = --2U 2 E oej. 
j=2 j=2 
We find now an inductive formula for the %'s. For 0 _< e < p - 2 we have 
2+e 3+e 
(e + 1)b/2U3+ e q- E vid4+e,i = E lg,C;+e,," 
i=2 i=2 
We consider this equality as an identity between two polynomials in t, 2. 
The coefficient of v~ +~ on the left side is 
(e+ 1)u20Z3+e+d4+e2+e=(e+ l)u2oe3+e+(e+ 2)u3 + ( e+ 2)u2 
' 2 " 
On the other hand, 
Ct4+e,3 = E /)jiUJ21)J3 = ( E 1)V~ +e +' ' "  
j i  +J2+J3=4+e jl  +j2+J3=4+e 
l <_jr<-2 + e l<jr_<2+e 
= (e+3)  v l+e+' ' '2  
C14+e,2 = E Uj1UJ2 = (e + 1)V 2+e + ( E 
yl+j2=4+e j l+j2=4+e 
l <_yr <2+e l <_jr<2+e 
{e+2 )ulv+e 
= (e+ 1)v~+e + t2_~2 % _ +""  
(%+ .-. 
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For i > 3, deg c' 4+e,i < 1 + e, SO we conclude that 
(e+l'u2°3+e+ e+2'u3+(e+2) e+2 e+3)  2 u3 + 2u2 ~ olj, 
j=2  
O<_e<p-2 .  (6) 
In particular, for e = p - 2 and p - 3, (6) yields 
P P 
- -  O@+ 1 = 2 £ ozj, --u3 + u2 = 2u2 Y'- olj. 
j=2  J=2 
Thus the coefficient of v2 p in P is 
p+l  p 
-2u  2 ~ olj = 2u 2 ~ oej = -u  3 + u 2. 
j=2  J=2 
If  u 3 = u~, it follows as in the case of k > 3 that P is the null polynomial 
and [u A, u] ~ Jp+3. If  u 3 =g u 2, deg P =p,  and its roots are the elements in 
the prime subfield of F. Since v 2 = Au2, the leading coefficient of P is 
( - - /A 3 -1- U2)ll p, and 
9 p 2 p 
P ( /~)  = ( - -b /3  -t- bl~)U 2 H (~ -- 1£) = ( - -b /3  -}- /A2)Z'2(  /~p -- /~)" 
Note that when [u ~, u] ~ J2~+p 1, we can define u A modulo  Jk+2p- l ,  
using (3) to determine its coefficients v, for k < i _< k + 2p - 1, except 
Vk+p, which can be chosen arbitrarily. Thus we can suppose [u A, u] e 
J2k + 2p- 2" 
The exponentiation we have defined in J can be transferred to a natural 
quotient G of J in the obvious way. If u ~G k a -G~ and A~F,  the 
element u A can be defined modulo Gk+p_ 1 and commutes with u modulo 
Gzk+2p_ 2. The commutator  [u A, u] is well defined modulo G2k+p 1, and 
when [u~,u] ~ GZk+p 1, ua can be defined modulo Gk+2p_ 1 and com- 
mutes with u modulo  Gzk+2p_ 2. 
2. CONJUGACY CLASSES IN G 
To count the number of conjugacy classes of G, we consider the normal 
series 
G = G 1 ~.Gz~, "- >G,~ = {1} 
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and for each 2 _< k _< n calculate the order  of the central izer of the 
elements in G~_ ~ - G~. The sum of these numbers divided by the order of 
G gives the number  of conjugacy classes in G k_ ~ - G~. We calculate the 




Let L, ~ G~_ ~ - G~ be an e lement commuting with u. Bearing (1) in mind, 
it is clear that either k + l > n + 1 or k - l (rood p). We suppose that 
2 _< l _< n -  k + 1, so that the latter case holds. Then the hypothesis 
n <2p+2impl ies  l=k  or l=k_+p.  If l=k_+p,  it is not difficult to 
see that for any L,~ ~ F - {0}, there are e lements v = x + v~x ~ + ... that 
commute with u. Indeed,  reasoning as in the proof  of Proposit ion 1, v and 
u commute if and only if 
l+e  k+e+l  
(e + 1)UkV,+e+ 1 + E vide, = E u,c;i, S = k + l + e, (7) 
i= l  i=k  
fo r0<e <n-k - l .  Notethat l=k_+pimpl iesk+l>4+p,  whence 
n -k - l _<p-  2. Thus, choosing v i for l< i<n-k+ 1 according to 
(7), we obtain an e lement  hat commutes with u and has the form desired. 
We conclude that ]Co, l (u)@/Gl[ = q. Finally, we consider the case l = k. 
If e i ther k>_3  or k=2and u 3 =u22 and A~F,  we can define u A~G 
such that [u ~, u] ~ G2k+ap_ 2. Since 2k + 2p - 2 > 2p  + 2 >_ n, the ele- 
ments u A and u commute in G, and s? ]CGk ~(u)GJG~J = q. Suppose now 
that k = 2 and u 3 ¢ u~, and take t ~ CG-(u). We consider u and v as 
elements in J that commute modulo  Jn. Since n >_p + 3, u and c, 
commute modulo Yp+2 and Proposit ion 1 implies that v = u ~ for a 
suitable A ~ F. Actually, u and v commute modulo Jp+ 3, so A p = A by 
Proposit ion 3. We conclude that A is in the pr ime subfield of F and 
CG(U)G2/G 2 = (~)  has order  p. Putt ing together all of this information, 
it is easy to compute the number  of conjugacy classes of G. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be the natural quotient of  the Nottingham group of 
order qZt+e, where q=pr ,  p is an odd prime number, e =0 or 1, and 
p + 1 < 2t + e < 2p + 1. Then the numberofconjugacy lasses of  G is 
t (q  2 - 1) + qe + k (G) (qZ  _ 1)(q  - 1) - (q  -p ) (q  - 1) 2 , 
where k (G)  = t + e - (p  + 1)/2.  
We remark  that the last result is also true for p = 2 setting k(G)  = 1. 
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3. F -EXPONENT SUBGROUPS IN G 
For the rest of this paper A will denote the subgroup Gin/2 ] and 
m = In /2]  + 1. If n is even, two elements in A are multiplied by adding 
its coefficients. However, if n is odd and a, b ~ A, 
ab =x + (a m + bm)x  m q- "'" -} - (an_  1 + bn_ l )X  n -1  
+(an + mamb m + bn)x n. 
In any case, one can see that A is elementary abelian. 
Since n _< 2p + 2, Gk+p_ 1 <_ Gp+ 1 <A,  and for any u ~ G, we can 
define the subgroup T u = (u A [ A ~ F)~I. Note that for any A ~ F - {0}, 
T u = T,,A (this is a consequence of the formula (ua)"  = ua~). We shall call 
T, the F-exponent subgroup generated by u. If u ff A, it is also clear that 
Tu/A  ~ F, the additive group of F, and, in particular, T" _< A. In this 
paragraph we study the commutator subgroups [A, u A] and [T,,, uA]. For 
convenience we introduce the sets 
We fix an element u ~ G k_l - GK with 2 < k < In/2].  Then [A,u]  _< 
[Gm_j ,Gk_  1] < G~+m_ 2, and comparing orders, we see that [A ,u ]  = 
G~+m 2 if k > (n -p  + 1)/2 and IG~.+m_2: [A, u]] = q otherwise. In the 
sequel we will assume k _< (n - p + 1)/2. On the other hand, bearing (1) 
in mind, it is not difficult to see that G2k+p_ 1 < [A, u]. In fact, 
[A ,u ]  C~%~+p_2=C2~+p ~- (8) 
I fa ,  b~G,n  ,ab=x + (a m+~ + bm+l)x m +l + ''' +(a~ + bn)x n ,andwe 
can consider G m as an F-vector space defining the scalar product by 
a a= x + ,~am+~xm+l+ "'" +,~anx n. Actually, this definition agrees with 
the exponentiation defined in Section 1. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let k <_ (n - p + 1)/2 and u ~ G k 1 -  Gk. Then 
[A,  u] & an F-subspace o f  Gk+m_ 2 of  codimension 1, and for any A ~ F - 
{0}, [A, u*] = [A,u]. 
Proof Let a ~A and set [a ,u]  = a la~ =x + Yk+,~ 1 xk÷m-1 
+- . .+ynx  n and 7 i=0 for 2<i_<k+m-2.  If b=a u, b ,=a,  for 
1 < i _< k + m - 2, and comparison between the coefficients of au and ub 
yields 
as 
s -k+1 s -k+ l 
+ E aiCs,=b + E 
i=m i=m 
(s  - i + 1)u,_ i+lb, ,  
k+m- l  <_s<_n, (9) 
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where c~i = Ej~+ +j=~ L/jl " "  U j .  It is clear that 3', = b~ - a~ for k + m 
- 1 < s < n and for s = n if n is even. It can be checked directly that it is 
also true for s = n and n odd. Thus, (9) can be written as 
= 
s k+l  s -k+l  
E (cs, - (s  - i + 1)u~ i+l)al  - -  E (S - -  i -'[- 1)l, ls_z+l~/i, 
z=m i=m 
k+m- l<s<_n.  (10) 
These equations allow us to view the y/s as linear forms in the a/s,  which 
means that for all A E F, [a, u] ~ ~ [A, u]; that is, [A, u] is an F-subspace 
of G~+ m 2 of codimension l. Since G2~+p_ 1 _< [A,u], the elements of 
[A, u] can be characterized as those of Gk+m_ 2 whose coefficients % 
satisfy a linear equation of the form 
2k+p-1  
O. 
s=k+m- J  
Note that, as u is a fixed element, we can suppose that the coefficients a s 
of this equation are fixed elements of F. 
We study now the subgroup [A, u a] for A ~ F. The commutator  [a, u a] 
is well defined, since [A,Gk+p_ 1] < [A, A] = {1}. The coefficients ys of 
[a, u a] can be considered as polynomials in A. An inductive argument 
based on (10) yields that deg , /~_<s-k -m +2 for k+m-  l _<s< 
2k+p-  1, andsodeg% <(k -m+2)+p-  1. But the condition k< 
(n -p+ 1) /2  implies that k -m +2<( -p+3) /2<0,  so deg,/s < 
p - 1. Let Q(A) = ~,=~+m-l~'2k+P 1 o~%(A). We have seen that degQ <p - 1. 
The elements in the pr ime subfield of F are roots of Q because [a, u i] 
~ [A, u] for any integer i; hence Q is the null polynomial, and this means 
that [a, u a] ~ [A ,u ]  for all A ~ F. | 
We turn now to the subgroups [T~,, ua]. Note first that for all v ~ T, - A, 
[T~,Gk+p 1] -< [Gk-l,Gk+p-~] <- G2k+p 1 <- [A,~,]  _< {T~,,tJ]; 
hence the subgroup [T,, u a] is well defined. Since T" < A, [A, u] is a 
normal subgroupof  T~, and by Propositi_on 5, A = A/ [A ,  u] is contained 
in the center of T~, = T,/[A, u]. Thus T~, has nilpotency class at most 2, 
and the subgroup [T,, ~] consists of the commutators  [2, ~] with x ~ T u. 
Since [xa, u] = [x ,u ] [a ,u ]  for x ~ T,, a ~A,  it follows that all of the 
elements in [Tu, u] are commutators  of the form Ix, u] with x ~ T,. We 
collect in the next result the main propert ies of these subgroups. 
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PROPOSITION 6. Let u ~ G k t - Gk, k <_ (n -p  + 1)/2, and T = T~. 
Then 
(i) I f  either k > 3 or u e X2, then [T,u] = [T ,u  A] = [A ,u]  for all 
A ~ F - {0}, so that T '  <_ [A, u]. 
(ii) I f  u ~ X ;  and A ~ F - {O}, [T,u] = [T ,u  a] if and only if A p" 1 
= 1. I f  IT, u] 4: [T, uA], Gp+~ <_ [T,u][T, uA]. Inparticular, i fq  =f  and 
r >_ 3, Gp+ 2 ~ T'.  
Proof. Suppose first that k > 3 or u ~ X 2. Since T, = T,, and [A, u] 
= [A, u~], it suffices to prove that IT, u] = [A, u]. Recall that, under the 
hypotheses on u, the element u ~ can be defined in such a way that it 
commutes with u modulo G2k+2 p 2 = {1} (note that 2k + 2p - 2 >_ 
2p + 2 > n), and this implies that [T, u] = [A, u]. 
Suppose now that k = 2 and u ~ X~. Factoring G by @+3, it is clear 
that there is no loss of generality if we suppose n = p + 3. For v ~ X;  we 
set 
R v = {x ~- ( -u  3 @ u2)up( i &p - IX) X p+ 3 [ IX ~ F} .  
Note that R~, is a central subgroup of G of order q/p .  If  A e F, 
[u ~, u] = x + ( -u  3 + u~)uP(A p - A)x p+s and [A, u] c~ ap+ 2 = ap+ 3 
{1}; hence [T, u] = [A, u] × R u and R~, = [T, u] C~ @+2. This implies 
clearly that [T, u] = [T, u A] if and only if R u = R,,~. In addition, when 
Ru # Ru" ,@+2 = R~R~ < [T, u][T, uA]. Finally, u A = x + Au~x 2 + 
(2~ A bl~ -I- A(/~ 3 -- /~2))X 3 -}- " " ,  SO 
2 p nua = {x -}- A p+l ( -u  3 -1- u2)u2(  IXP - IX)xp+3 I IX E f} ,  
whence R , ,=R, ,~ if and only if { IXP -  IX l i xeF}  ={A p+ I( Ixp - Ix) I 
IX e F}. The next result completes the proof: 
LEMMA 7. Let ol ~ F - {0} and set R = { IXP - Ix I IX ~ F}. Then R = 
{a( ix  p - IX) I IX ¢ f}  if and only if o! p-1 = 1. 
Proof. Write ~ = %P. The set {o~(ix p - IX ) [  IX ~ F} is the same as 
{ IXP -- oLP-IIX I ]-6 E F}, so the result can be restated as follows: if /3 
(F . )p -1  and R = { IXP -- /~IX [ IX E F}, then /3 = 1. Indeed, if R = { IXP - 
/3ix I Ix ~ F}, then for any IX ~ F there exists 8 ~ F such that IXP - /3IX = 
6 p -  8 and( /3 -  1 ) ix=( ix -  6) p - ( Ix -  6)~R.  If /3# 1 ,{ ( /3 -  1)IXl 
Ix ~ F} = F. But IR[ = q/p;  thus /3 = 1. | 
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4. CHARACTERS OF G 
To study the characters of G we use character induction from the 
subgroup A. The first step is to calculate the inertia groups of the 
irreducible characters of A. Recall that, since A is abelian, a character 
5 E Irr A can be extended to its inertia group T if and only if T '  N A _< 
Ker 5. In this case, we shall say that ( is an extendible character. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let  p + 2 < n <_ 2p + 2 and 5 ~ Irr A with G n_ 1 4; 
Ker 5, and denote by T its inertia group in G. Then 
(i) I f  n is odd, T = A.  
(ii) I f  n is even, lT: Ar = q, T - A G Gk_ l - Gk, where k = (n - p 
+ 1)/2, and for  any u ~ T - A ,  T = T, is the F-exponent subgroup gener- 
ated by u. In addition, i f  n > p + 3, all o f  the characters ( ~ Irr A with 
Gn_ 1 4; Ker 5 are extendible, whereas, i f  n = p + 3 and q = p r with r >_ 3, 
this happens only for  q(P- l)/2(q _ 1) of  these characters. 
Proof  We know that T = {u e G [ [A, u] _< Ker 5}. Suppose there ex- 
ists u ~ T -A  and u eG~_ I - G k. We have Gzk+p_ 1 <_[A,u] and 
G,~_ 1 ¢ [A, u]; thus 2k + p - 1 >_ n. On the other hand, k < m because 
uCA,  so G,, 1-<G~+m 2. Since [A ,u ]=Gk+m_ ~ for k>(n-p+ 
1)/2, we conclude that k = (n -p  + 1)/2 and, in particular, that n is 
even and [T/AI < q. But [A ,u  x] = [A,u]  < Ker 5, so u A e T and T = T, 
is the F-exponent subgroup generated by u. 
We have proved (i) and the first part of (ii), provided we see that T ~ A 
when n is even. We shall do this by showing that the number of maximal 
subgroups of A that do not contain G~ ~ is the same as the number of 
these subgroups that in addition contain one subgroup [A, u] for some 
u ~ G k_J - G~, where k = (n -p  + 1)/2. Indeed, the first number is 
q(,,-2)/Z(q _ 1) / (p  - 1), this number being the difference between the 
number of maximal subgroups of A and A/G,  1. We count now how 
many subgroups [A, u] with u ~ G k_ ~ - G~ there are. If we fix u ~ G k 1 
-Gk, we can argue as in the beginning of this proof and see that 
{v ~ G I [A, L,] < [A, u]} = T~,. We only have to realize that Gn_ 1 4; [A, u] 
by (8). Thus, if v E G k_ 1 - Gk, the equality [A, L,] = [A, u] holds if and 
only if u ~ T,,, and the number of different commutator subgroups of this 
type is Iak_ 1 - -Gk I / IT  . -A I  = q~/a-k.  Each of them is contained in 
q~- l (q  _ 1 ) / (p  - 1) maximal subgroups of A that do not contain G,_ 1 
because IA / [A ,u ] l=q k and IA / [A ,u ]G n ~]=qX-1. If two different 
subgroups [A, u], [A, L,], u, u ~ G k_ 1 - G~ are contained in a maximal 
subgroup M, then so is [A, u][A,v] = Gk+m_ 2 (recall that [A ,u]  and 
[A, v] are maximal subspaces of Gk+~, , 2), whence Gn 1 ~ M. Thus the 
number of maximal subgroups of A that contain one subgroup [A, u], 
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u ~ Gk_ 1 - Gk, but not Gn_ 1 is qn/2 -kqk- l (q  _ 1) / (p  -- 1) = q, , /2-1(q 
- -  1) / (p  -- 1), which is the number desired. 
We now determine which characters of A are extendible. Of course, we 
can suppose that n is even. As T '  _< A, we have that ~ is extendible if and 
only if T '  _< Ker ~, and this happens if n > p + 3, by Proposition 6. If 
n =p + 3, the same argument applies when there exists u ~ T with 
u ~ X 2. Otherwise, Gp + 2 ~- T' ,  again by Proposition 6, whence T '  ~ Ker ~. 
Thus we are interested in counting the number of irreducible characters of 
A whose kernel M is a maximal subgroup with [A, u] _< M for some 
U E X 2 but Gp+ 2 -~ M. Since there are  ]Xz [ / [T  u -A [  = q(P 3)/2 sub- 
groups [A, u] with u ~ X 2, it follows that the number of these maximal 
subgroups is q(p-3)/2(q2 _ q ) / (p  _ 1). Each of them is the kernel of 
p -  1 characters of A; thus the number of extendible characters is 
q(p -1) /2 (q  _ 1). | 
THEOREM 9. Let  p + 2 < n < 2p +2 and write n -  l = 2t + e with 
e=Oor l .  
(i) I f  n > p + 3, all o f  the characters X ~ Irr G with Gn_ ~ ~ Ker X 
have degree qt-~, and there are q(q - 1) or q2(q _ 1) such characters, 
depending on whether n is odd or even, respectively. 
(ii) I f  n = p + 3 and q = pr, the number and degree o f  the characters 
X ~ Irr G with Gp+ 2 -~ Ker X is given in Table I. 
Proof. Let X e Irr G with G n_ 1 ~ Ker X. Following York (see [7]), we 
take an irreducible constituent ( of XA- Let T be the inertia group of (. 
Since G~_ ~ 4; Ker ~, we know from the previous proposition that T = A or 
IT: AI = q depending on whether n is odd or even, respectively. In the 
former case, X = ~o and X(1) = [G: A] = q(~ 1) /2 -1  = q~-l. Suppose 
TABLE I 
Degree Number  
r -1  
r odd, r >__ 3 
r=2 
r even, r > 4 
q(p 1)/2 q2(q _ 1) 
q(p- 1)/2 q(q -- 1) 
p{r- 1)/2q(p- 1)/2 p(q _ 1)z 
q(p-1)/2 pq(q -- 1) 
pq(p 1)/2 (q -- p)(q 1) 
q(p-1)/2 q(q - 1) 
(q - 1) 2 
p(r-Z)/2q(p 1)/'2 p 
p+l  
(q - 1) 2 
pr/2q(p 1)/2 p _ _  
p+l  
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now that n > p + 3 is even. Then T = T~, for some u ~ G~_ 1 - -  Gk, 
where k = (n -p  + 1) /2  > 3 and applying Proposit ion 6, we get that 
T '  = [A, u] _< Ker (. By Clifford's Theorem there exists ~/~ Irr T such 
that X = ~?c and ~?~ = e(. But T '  < Ker (  < Ker~?, whence r/(1) = 1 and 
X(1) = ]G: T] = qn/2-2 = qt-1. In any case, the number  of these charac- 
ters is, of course, r(G) - r (G/G n_ 1), which can be computed from Theo- 
rem 4. 
Suppose now that n =p + 3 and write X = ~?a, where 7 /~ Irr T and 
~?A = e~'. If there exists u ~ T with u ~ X2, we can argue as above and 
conclude that ~?(1)= 1 and X(1)= ]G: T] = q(p-l~/2. We can suppose 
then that T -A  _c X~. Set K = Ker ~? and Z = Z0?). Since r/A = ~?(1)(, it 
is clear that A < Z. In particular, T/Z  is abelian and ~?(1)= = IT: Z] = 
IT/A: Z/A[ = q/IX/A] (see [1, Theorem 2.31]). Suppose Z ~ A and take 
u ~ Z-  A. Then T = T,, and any nontrivial e lement in Z/A  can be 
represented by an element of the form u a for some A ~ F - {0}. Recall 
that Z/K  = Z(T/K) ,  so if u ~ ~ Z, the subgroups [T, u] and [T, u a] are 
contained in K (~ A = Ker ~. If  [T, u] ¢ [T, uA], by Proposit ion 6, @_+2 < 
[T, u][T, u a] <_ Ker £~, which is impossible, so [T, u] = [T, u a] and A p2-1  
1. This means that ]Z/AI <_ p2, whence X(1) = IG: TbT(1) = q(P-1)/27/(1) 
with V(1) 2 = 1, q, q/p, or q/p2. Actually, if q = p~, ~(1) = 1 or p(r ~)/= if 
r is odd and ~1(1) = 1, pr /2-1,  or p'/= if r is even. 
For each possible degree f ,  let nf be the number  of characters with this 
degree (recall that we are considering only the characters of X ~ Irr G 
with  Gp+ 2 ~/£ Ker X). The equations 
Erlf~- r(G) - r (a/ap+2) 
(11) 
~nf f  2 = IGI- IG/Gp+21 
f 
determine the numbers Sty, except when r is even and r > 4. To deal with 
this case, we calculate first the number  of characters of degree q(P- 1)/2. In 
fact, we shall carry out this calculation only under the assumption that 
r _> 3. Of  course, X(1) = q(P 1)/2 if and only if 7/(1) = 1, which amounts 
to saying that T' <A (~ Ker~? = Ker ~'. Hence, X(1) = q(p-~)/2 if and 
only if ( is an extendible character. We consider now the action of G on 
the set of extendible characters (~ I r rA  with @+2 ~ Ker (. I f  ~'1,..-, (r 
is a system of representatives of the orbits of this action, the set { X ~ 
Irr G IGp+ 2 ~ Kerx}  is the disjoint union of the sets, I r r (G [ ~',) = {X ~ 
Irr G [ ( X, (i c)  ¢ 0}, 1 < i _< 1". According to Clifford s Theorem, induc- 
tion of characters defines a bijection between Irr(T~ I ~) = {71 ~ Irr T~ j 
0?, (i r') ~ 0} and I r r (G I ~i) (here, T~ is the inertia group of ~i). In 
addition, f rom Gatlagher's Theorem (see [1, Corollary 6.17]), I rr(T i I (i) = 
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(~/l I ~ ~ I rr (T JA)},  where r/l is a fixed extension of ~i. We conclude that 
]Irr(G ] ~/)] = ]Irr(T/ ] (,)l = IIrr(T//A)] = q. Finally, each orbit has length 
IG: 7]] = q(p-1)/2, so bearing in mind the last proposit ion we see that the 
number  of orbits is q(p-1)/2(q _ 1)/q(p i)/2 = q _ 1. We conclude that 
the number  ny for f = q(P 1)/2 is q(q - 1) and now we can use Eqs. (11) 
to calculate the remaining values of ny. | 
We give now the final result for the character degrees of G for 
p+2<n_<2p+2.  The proof  is easy, taking into account the last 
theorem and bearing in mind that Irr G can be considered as the union of 
I r rG /G n_l and the set (X ~ I r rG lG  n 1 ~¢Kerx}.  The character de- 
grees of G for n _< p + 2 can be found in [7]. It is not difficult to see that 
for n =p + 2 there are q2 linear characters and q2 _ 1 of degree q~ for 
each 1 < i <_ (p  - 1)/2. 
COROLLARY 10. Let p be an odd prime number and let G be the natural 
quotient of  the Nottingham group of  order qn i with p + 2 < n <_ 2p + 2. 
We write n - 1 = 2t + e with e = 0 or 1. Then the set of  character degrees of  
G is  
{1,q . . . . .  qt - l ,p (~ l)/2q(p-1)/2} or 
{1, q . . . . .  qt-1 p(~ 2)/2q(p-l~/2, pr/Zq(p 1)/2}, 
depending on whether  is odd or even. In addition, if n l denotes the number 




(2q + 1)(q  - 1) 
q(q2_  1) 
q(q -  1) orq(q  2 -  1) 
i f i  = 0; 
if O < i < (p  - 1) /2 ;  
i f i  = (p  - 1) /2 ;  
i f (p -  1) /2  < i  <t -  1; 
if n > p + 3 and i = t - 1, 
depending on whether 
n is odd or even, respectively. 
I f  r is odd, there are p (q  - 1) 2 characters of  degree p(r 1)/2q(p- 1)/2, and if r 
is even, there are p2(q - 1)2/ (p  + 1) and p(q  - 1)2/ (p  + 1) characters of  
degree p(r 2)/2q(p 1)/2 and pr/2q(p-1)/2, respectiuely. ( I f  r = 1 the correct 
value of  n(p_l)/2 is q3 _ I and, if r = 2, it is (pq + q + 1)(q - 1).) 
Finally, we remark that the case p = 2 and n = 5 or 6 can be studied 
similarly. It can be proved that the character degrees for n = 5 are 1, q/2 ,  
and q, and the number  of these characters is q2, 4(q - 1) 2, and 2(q - 1), 
respectively. For n = 6 there are q - 1 additional characters of degree q2. 
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